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The aims� De�ne and lassify invariant \spin" �elds in storage rings� Try to disover new invariant �elds of physial signi�ane� Move towards riteria for existene of suh �elds (o� orbital resonane!)� In partiular, an the expetation that invariant spin �elds (ISF) always exist for integrableorbital motion in storage rings (the \ISF Conjeture") be vindiated?� Draw inspiration from underlying theory of �bre bundles

For today, an impression of an ongoing programme of exploration.Expose you to deeper aspets of the EoSM, to another way of thinking, to new points of view, .....Not muh expliit mathematis today but there's lots available and a big paper in the works!See http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4373 for an impressionand Klaus Heinemann's thesis: University of New Mexio, May 2010.
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The Theoretial Minimum! (.f. Lev Landau)for understanding this talk� The T-BMT equation for spin motion driven by integrable orbital motion:d~S=d� = ~
(�; �(�); J)) � ~S; ; � = 2�s=C; J � J1; J2; J3; � � �1; �2; �3� The invariant spin �eld (ISF) ^n(�; �; J) | a funtion 2�-periodi in (�; �) { no history.For an equilibrium beam, the max. attainable equilibrium polarisation on a torus J is < ^n >�Does ^n(�; �; J) always exist? Reall the ISF Conjeture.� The invariant frame �eld (IFF): ^u1(�; �; J); ^u2(�; �; J); ^n(�; �; J) | loal oordinateframes in phase spae.� The equivalene lass of amplitude dependent spin tunes (ADST) | a ountablein�nity of members �(J).Spin-orbit resonane: �(J) = m0 +Pi miQi (not! with �0) (see Barber: Spin2010)First ideas on ISF, IFF, ADST from Derbenev and Kondratenko, 1973 (41 years ago! butdi�erent terminology)� There is usually no ADST on orbital resonane! { but the beam would be unstable anyway.On orbital resonane an \ISF-like" objet always exists but it need not be ontinuous in � orunique (up to a sign) |{ it's messy (see Barber + Vogt: Spin2006, Barber: Spin2002)
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Basi equations

Simpler notation : ~S=)S

The 1-turn spin maps from the T-BMT eqn. starting at (�0; �(�0); J) :S(�0 + 2�) = A(�0; �(�0); J)S(�0)where the 1-turn spin map A(�; �; J) is an orthogonal 3� 3 matrix, an element of SO(3), and itis a funtion of (�; �; J).Over 1 turn, the position � on the d{torus Td is transformed to jJ (�) | allows for generalisationsUsually d = 1; 2 or 3.Ignore (ambiguous and minisule) Stern-Gerlah fores
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The invariant spin �eld { disrete \time"

The invariant spin �eld (ISF) fv (� ^n(�; �; J)) { a T-BMT solution whih is a 2�-periodifuntion of �; � fv(� + 2�; jJ (�); J) = A(�; �; J)fv(�; �; J)Swith to disrete \time" ) hoose a �xed �We are only interested in being o� orbital resonane with fv ontinuous in �.fv(jJ (�); J)) = A(�; �; J)fv(�; J)

The invariant spin-1/2 density matrix on Td�I1=2(�; J) = 12fI + Peq(J) ^n(�; J) � ~�gNow ignore J as it's just a parameter.�I1=2(�) = 12fI + Peq(J) ^n(�) � ~�g
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More invariant �eldsThe invariant spin-1 density matrix in terms of spin-1 ang. mtm. matries J (Barber + Vogt:Spin2008): �I1(�) = 13 8<:I + 32Peq(J) ^n � ~J+r32Teq(J)Xi;j T Iij (JiJj + JjJi)9=;T is the rank{2, 3� 3, real, symmetri, traeless, Cartesian, polarization tensorThe invariant tensor �eld (ITF) T I :T I(jJ (�)) = A(�)T I(�)A(�)TSee (see Barber + Vogt: Spin2008)!:T I = �r32 �^n^nT � 13I�
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Unify{the various kinds of transform involving A(�) by using the operator l { an \SO(3){ation"Then over 1 turn the �eld f beomes the �eld f 0 where f 0(�) := l(A(j�1J (�)); f(j�1J (�))) or:f 7! f 0 = l(A Æ j�1J ; f Æ j�1J )By de�nition, an invariant �eld maps into itself (the whole �eld): f 0 = f .Then f( jJ(�)) = l(A(�); f(�))The �eld dynamis is indued by the partile-spin dynamis: (jJ ; A) de�nes f .We don't need to know that A omes from the T-BMT equation! | we are exploring strutures.Enompass the \spin" dynamis in SO(3)-spaes (E; l) where E is a topologial spae and l is aontinuous SO(3){ation on E i.e., l : SO(3) �E ! E is ontinuous andl(I;x) = x and l(r1r2;x) = l(r1; l(r2;x)) with x 2 E.With the exibility in the hoie of (E; l), we have a uni�ed way to study the dynamis ofspin-1=2 and spin-1 partiles, the density matries of the bunhes and .....Are there other invariant �elds?
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Subgroups of SO(3) () invariant �eldsIt will turn out that (see the Normal Form Theorem later):The ISF is assoiated with the subgroup SO(2) of SO(3)The ITF is assoiated with the subgroups SO(2) ./ Z(2) (see Zappa-Sz�ep produts) andSO(3)diag of SO(3)The invariant spin-1/2 density matrix is assoiated with the subgroup SO(2) of SO(3)The invariant spin-1 density matrix is assoiated with the subgroupsSO(2), SO(2) ./ Z(2) and SO(3)diag of SO(3)) |- and perhaps others.In fat these subgroups are so-alled isotropy groups .ALSO (see later) with this apparatus we an �nd aT I = �r32 �^n^nT � 13I�Is there a way of onneting and lassifying invariant �elds?
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Draw inspiration from underlying bundle theory

The tools:� Geometrial tools distilled from the theory of �bre bundles| reall the use of bundles in gauge theories in partile physis too� A �xed prinipal SO(3)-bundle indues the dynamis of �elds via its assoiated bundles� The theory was developed in the 1980's by Zimmer, Feres et al.

� Simple introdutions to the basi idea of bundles:H.J. Bernstein and A.V Phillips, \Fiber Bundles and Quantum Theory?" Sienti� Amerian1981, for lifts, onnetions et for the A-B e�et with magneti �elds.� Thorough treatments:G.L.Naber, \Topology and Geometry of Gauge Fields", D. Husemoller, \Fiber Bundles".� For this work:R. Feres, \Dynamial systems and semisimple groups: an introdution" .R. Feres, A. Katok in \Handbook of dynamial systems Vol. 1A" .R.J. Zimmer, \Ergodi theory and the automorphism group of a G-struture", in *Berkeley1984, Pro. of onferene honoring George W. Makey, Mathematial Sienes ResearhInstitute Publiations, Springer, (1987).
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Assoiated bundles

E

x

σ(x) = (x, ψ(x))

Particle Physics

Base-space of associ-

ated bundle = space-time

The temporal motion of σ is driven by the princi-

pal bundle and depends on the choice of (E, ℓ)

(e.g. Klein-Gordon particle, Dirac particle, . . . with

wave function ψ).

E

z

σ(z) = (z, f (z))

Spin-Orbit System

Base-space of associ-

ated bundle = T
d

The temporal motion of σ is driven by the princi-

pal bundle and depends on the choice of (E, ℓ)

(e.g. (R3, ℓV), (Et, ℓt), . . . with field f ).

Cross section

Here, z � (�; J)
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The prinipal bundle underlying the spin motion

Base-space of principal

SO(3)-bundle = T
d

fibre ∼ SO(3)
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Brief remarks w.r.t. bundlesReall that for an invariant �eld: f 0 = fSine the dynamis of f omes from the ross setions it has its peuliar formf 0 = l(A Æ j�1J ; f Æ j�1J )This is very onvenient sine it works in disrete time i.e., there is no need for derivation from aontinuous time system.Thus the dynamis of f need not be Yang-Mills-likeHowever, sine our �xed prinipal bundle is smooth, one an study the path lifting motions. The�rst results are enouraging (planar spin motion).
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Four entral theorems

� The Normal Form Theorem� The Deomposition Theorem� The Invariant Redution Theorem� The Cross Setion Theorem | not today.
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The Normal Form Theoremshows that:The ISF is assoiated with the subgroup SO(2) of SO(3)

The ITF is assoiated with the subgroups SO(2) ./ Z(2) and SO(3)diag of SO(3)

The invariant spin-1/2 density matrix is assoiated with the subgroup SO(2) of SO(3)

The invariant spin-1 density matrix is assoiated with the subgroupsSO(2), SO(2) ./ Z(2) and SO(3)diag of SO(3))The 3rd olumn (� unit vetor) of an IFF is the ISF.The NFT generalises this to invariant �elds from SO(2) to arbitrarysubgroups H of SO(3)=) we have a new view of the IFF.
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The Deomposition Theorem

Sine invariant �elds are tied to subgroups of SO(3), these subgroups an be used to lassify andrelate invariant �elds
The Deomposition Theorem:\If two invariant �elds f and g are tied to onjugate subgroups H and H 0then f and g are related by a homeomorphism"This provides an avenue to onstrut a:T I = �r32 �^n^nT � 13I�SO!We an generate (say) the ITF from the ISF without reourse to physis! | we have a mahineto generate non-arbitrary invariant �elds.Are they always physially relevant?
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The Invariant Redution Theorem

� De�nition: for subgroups H of SO(3), H{redutions are prinipal bundles whih aresubbundles of the underlying SO(3){bundle� Redution theorem: every H{redution relies on a �eld f tied to H .� Sine the dynamis of f omes from a ross-setion it indues a dynamis on theH{redution leading to:The Invariant Redution Theorem:\Invariane of f () the H{redution is invariant"=) geometrization of invariant �elds |-a new view!NOTE: the IRT and the NFT are losely related� Thus the ross-setion dynamis gives new insights into ISF's and ITF's e.g., into the ISFConjeture.
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Summary and plans� We have a new formalism for de�ning, generalising and lassifying invariant �elds in storagerings using tools inspired by bundle theory ({ gauge theories also exploit bundles).� We will persue the analogy with bundles to �nd parallels useful for studying invariant �elds.� We hope to vindiate the ISF Conjeture or �nd the onditions for its validity { with no ISF,there an be no equilibrium polarisation.


